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Houston, Downtown Save 15% When visiting your friends and family Book Now Houston, Downtown Twice rewards earn double points now have trouble remembering your Agoda password? Sign in with Facebook now and you will never need we are currently experiencing technical
difficulties. Enter your email address and we will send you a link to reset your password Email required. The E-mail address format is not valid. Start of dialog content To keep rating scores and review content relevant to your upcoming trip, we archive reviews older than up to 36 months.
Only a customer who has booked Booking.com and stayed at the property in question can write a review. This lets us know that our reviews come from real guests, like you. Who better to tell others about the complimentary breakfast, friendly staff or quiet room than someone who had
stayed at the property before? We want you to share your story, both the good and the bad. All we ask is that you follow some simple guidelines. We believe that reviewing contributions and property responses will highlight a wide range of opinions and experiences, which are critical to
helping guests make informed decisions about where to stay. Contributions to Booking.com are a reflection of the dedication of our guests and real estate, and are treated with the utmost respect. Whether negative or positive, we will post each comment in its entirety, as quickly as possible,
after being moderated to follow Booking.com guidelines. We will also provide visibility into the status of submitted content. Once a review has been submitted, you can change it by Booking.com customer service. We will use the same guidelines and standards for all user-generated content
as well as the property's response to that content. We will let the contributions speak for themselves, and we will not be judges in reality. Bokning.com role is to a distributor of feedback from both guest and property. These guidelines and standards aim to keep content Booking.com relevant
and family-friendly without limiting expressions of strong opinion. They are also applicable regardless of the feeling of the comment. The grants should be travel-related. The most helpful contributions are detailed and help others make better decisions. Please do not include personal,
political, ethical or religious comments. Promotional content will be removed and issues .com the Booking Services will be directed to our customer service or accommodation service teams. Contributions should be appropriate for a global audience. Avoid using profanity or attempting to
approximate profanity with creative spelling, in any language. Comments and media that include hate speech, discriminatory comments, threats, sexually explicit comments, violence and the promotion of illegal activities are not allowed. All should be genuine and and to the guest. Reviews
are most valuable when they are original and impartial. Your contribution should be yours. Booking.com property partners should not sign on behalf of guests or offer incentives in exchange for reviews. Attempts to bring down the rating of a competitor by submitting a negative review will not
be tolerated. Respect the privacy of others. Booking.com will make an effort to hide email addresses, phone numbers, URLs, social media accounts and similar details. The opinions expressed in grants are those that Booking.com clients and real estate and not by Booking.com.
Booking.com do not take responsibility or responsibility for any audits or responses. Booking.com is a distributor (without any obligation to verify) and not a publisher of these comments and responses. By default, reviews are sorted based on the date of the review and on additional criteria
to show the most relevant reviews, including but not limited to: your language, text reviews, and non-anonymous reviews. Additional sorting options may be available (by type of traveler, by points, etc...). on dialogue content Jump to content Attractive hotel in historic building with an
excellent downtown location Within walking distance to restaurants, shops and attractions Comfortable rooms with flat screen TVs and Keurig coffee makersSuperior Rooms and suites have kitchenettes with wet barsTable 7 Bistro serves creative American cuisine and has a barLobby
lounge offering informal meeting areas and free weekday snacks/drinks24-hour fitness center with an excellent selection of equipmentBusiness center with two computers, wireless printing, and loaner car iPadsRoom and concierge service On-site laundry room and valet dry
cleaning/laundry Valet parking offers in/out privilegesFree Wi-Fi throughout See more promini-fridges and microwaveovens will not standard Breakfast costs extra Hotel does not have a pool or whirlpoolParking is valet-only and expensive See more Cons The 382-room Club Quarters Hotel
in Houston offers a fixed overall value in a central center at walking distance to many attractions. The three-gem property is an elegant and contemporary business hotel housed in a historic building that was last renovated in 2015. Highlights include a 24-hour restaurant/bar, a 24-hour
fitness centre, laundry room, concierge and room service, and a beautiful lobby with a comfortable lounge for informal meetings, although there is no swimming pool or whirlpool, and breakfast costs extra. The rooms have modern décor and are equipped with flat-screen TVs, Keurig coffee
makers and free Wi-Fi, but they are a little small and mini-fridges and microwaves are not standard. Travelers looking for a step up can consider upper-middle-class Embassy Suites Houston-Downtown.  See More Bottom Line Cribs Fitness Center Internet This Property once the Texas
State Hotel, and it is housed in a building that is on the National Register of Historic Places. The brick exterior of the circa 1929 Beaux-Arts façade certainly looks the part, but once inside, the exclusive lobby features ultra-modern, designer-quality furniture and rugs in vibrant colors and bold
designs. But the charming crown casting and stately columns are a window into the hotel's past. It's a bright space that's set up to cater to business travelers - there are work and meeting tables with media plug-ins in the Club Living Room, which offers free drinks and snacks on weekdays.
While business travelers make up the majority of guests, the hotel's central location also attracts leisure travelers here for sightseeing, or participates in baseball games and other events. See more scene The hotel is centrally located on a lively downtown street filled with high-rise buildings,
and it is within walking distance of several of Houston's main attractions. It is also surrounded by dozens of bars, restaurants and other hotels. The Rusk Street light rail station is less than one block away. 10-minute walk to Minute Maid Park's 11-minute walk to Verizon Wireless Theater's
12-minute walk to the Brown Convention Center and Discovery Green's 13-minute walk to Toyota Center's 14-minute walk to Downtown-Aquarium Houston, a 16-minute drive to the Houston Zoo's 21-minute drive to William P. Hobby Airport24 minute drive to George Bush Intercontinental
Airport32 minute drive to Johnson Space Center See more space These modern rooms are comfortable and have a simple and straightforward style, with white walls, gray Berber-style rugs, and green, gray, and red-striped accented bedding. Matching furniture has a rich, maroon finish and
includes distinctive, black padded headboards and attached nightstand. There are also spacious desks with office chairs, media plug-ins and adjustable lighting. Large windows provide enough light to make devices bright and cheerful. Queens are the only bed options (no Kings or Double
Doubles). The club room we saw was neat and slightly small, but still offered plenty of room for a comfortable, upholstered armchair. Club and Standard rooms include Keurig coffee makers, while Superior Rooms and Suites feature a kitchenette with wet bars, microwaves and mini-fridges.
Some of the larger suites also have sleeping sofas and small dining tables in separate living rooms. The bathrooms are also a little small but not too so, and they include wide vanity, shower/bath combos, and a decent layer of toiletries. Flat-screen TVs and free Wi-Fi are standard, as are
views of the surrounding buildings in the city centre. As is typical with downtown hotels on busy streets, units on the higher floors tend to hear less ambient noise. But in general, the sound levels are tolerable. See more rooms This hotel has solid amenities that cater to its Clientele. It is is
has a spacious lounge that has grouped seating arrangements with tables for small meetings that have media plug-ins. There are also free snacks and drinks, including unlimited bottled water on weekdays. The ground-level, Table 7 Bistro serves creative American cuisine for breakfast
(fee), lunch and dinner. There is also a full bar and outdoor seating. Room service is available. The 24-hour fitness centre is a highlight, equipped with an outstanding selection of modern Cybex equipment, including several gym-quality weight training machines and parts of cardio



equipment, but the hotel lacks a swimming pool and whirlpool. Travelers on business trips will appreciate the free guest laundry facilities, as well as free Wi-Fi throughout and free loan inpads. The hotel's inventory of meeting rooms can accommodate up to 125 people. Valet dry cleaning
and laundry are among concierge services, and there is valet parking with in/out privileges, but it is expensive. See more features This property was once the Texas State Hotel, and it is housed in a building located on the National Register of Historic Places. The brick exterior of the circa
1929 Beaux-Arts façade certainly looks the part, but once inside, the exclusive lobby features ultra-modern, designer-quality furniture and rugs in vibrant colors and bold designs. But the charming crown casting and stately columns are a window into the hotel's past. It's a bright space that's
set up to cater to business travelers - there are work and meeting tables with media plug-ins in the Club Living Room, which offers free drinks and snacks on weekdays. While business travelers make up the majority of guests, the hotel's central location also attracts leisure travelers here for
sightseeing, or participates in baseball games and other events. See more scene The hotel is centrally located on a lively downtown street filled with high-rise buildings, and it is within walking distance of several of Houston's main attractions. It is also surrounded by dozens of bars,
restaurants and other hotels. The Rusk Street light rail station is less than one block away. 10-minute walk to Minute Maid Park's 11-minute walk to Verizon Wireless Theater's 12-minute walk to the Brown Convention Center and Discovery Green's 13-minute walk to Toyota Center's 14-
minute walk to Downtown-Aquarium Houston, a 16-minute drive to the Houston Zoo's 21-minute drive to William P. Hobby Airport24 minute drive to George Bush Intercontinental Airport32 minute drive to Johnson Space Center See more space These modern rooms are comfortable and
have a simple and straightforward style, with white walls, gray Berber-style rugs, and green, gray, and red-striped accented bedding. Matching furniture has a rich, maroon finish and includes distinctive, black padded headboards and attached nightstand. There are also spacious desks with
plug-ins, and adjustable lighting. Large windows provide enough light to make devices bright and cheerful. Queens are the only bed options (no Kings or Double Doubles). The club room we saw was neat and slightly small, but still offered plenty of room for a comfortable, upholstered
armchair. Club and Standard rooms include Keurig coffee makers, while Superior Rooms and Suites feature a kitchenette with wet bars, microwaves and mini-fridges. Some of the larger suites also have sleeping sofas and small dining tables in separate living rooms. The bathrooms are also
a little small but not too so, and they include wide vanity, shower/bath combos, and a decent layer of toiletries. Flat-screen TVs and free Wi-Fi are standard, as are views of the surrounding buildings in the city centre. As is typical with downtown hotels on busy streets, units on the higher
floors tend to hear less ambient noise. But in general, the sound levels are tolerable.  See more rooms This hotel has solid amenities that cater to its business traveller clientele. The lobby has a spacious lounge that has grouped seating arrangements with tables for small meetings that have
media plug-ins. There are also free snacks and drinks, including unlimited bottled water on weekdays. The ground-level, Table 7 Bistro serves creative American cuisine for breakfast (fee), lunch and dinner. There is also a full bar and outdoor seating. Room service is available. The 24-hour
fitness centre is a highlight, equipped with an outstanding selection of modern Cybex equipment, including several gym-quality weight training machines and parts of cardio equipment, but the hotel lacks a swimming pool and whirlpool. Travelers on business trips will appreciate the free
guest laundry facilities, as well as free Wi-Fi throughout and free loan inpads. The hotel's inventory of meeting rooms can accommodate up to 125 people. Valet dry cleaning and laundry are among concierge services, and there is valet parking with in/out privileges, but it is expensive.  See
more features Disclaimer: This content was accurate at the time the hotel was reviewed. Please check our partner pages when booking to make sure details are still correct. Correctly.
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